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7 ‘Claims. (Ql. lib-126) 

This invention relates to improvements in a receptacle 
adapted to tier and nest vertically in line with another 
like receptacle and without the use of any moving parts. 
Among the objects of the present invention is the pro 

vision of a simple but strong and e?icient construction 
comprised of wires welded together, together with cross 
wires which strengthen the bottom and continue up 
wardly to form the opposite sides of the receptacle with 
some of these wires also supporting tiering seats for 
stacking one receptacle above a second like receptacle. 
Another feature of this invention is the provision of 

simple tiering seats of novel construction. 
Other objects and advantages of this invention will be 

apparent from the accompanying drawings and descrip 
tion and the essential features thereof will be set forth 
in the appended claims. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a receptacle embody 

ing this invention; 
FIG. 2 is a fragmental perspective view, enlarged, 

taken at the upper left hand corner of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a side elevational view of two of the recep 

tacles of FIG. 1 in nested position; 
FIG. 4 is a fragmental end elevational view of two 

of the receptacles of FIG. 1 in tiered relationship; 
FIG. 5 is a fragmental sectional View, enlarged, taken 

along the line 5-5 of FIG. 4; 
FIG. 6 is a fragmental sectional view, enlarged, taken 

along line 6-—-6 of FIG. 5; 
FIG. 7 is a fragmental sectional View, enlarged, taken 

along the line 7-—7 of FIG. 3; while 
FIG. 8 is a fragmental sectional view taken along 

line 8-8 of FIG. 7. 
The receptacle of this invention has a generally planar 

bottom it) having parallel side frame members 11 along 
opposite sides of the generally rectangular bottom 10. 
The bottom structure comprises a plurality of parallel 
cross wires 12 which in the present embodiment support 
and are welded to a plurality of longitudinally extending 
Wires 13 forming an open bottom. It will be under 
stood by those skilled in this art that the bottom might 
be a closed pan in which case the members 11 would 
be side members of the pan. In the present instance, 
the side members 11 are integral parts of a continuous 
wire extending entirely around the bottom of the recep 
tacle and having end portions 11a at right angles to the 
portions 11, and raised to prevent articles falling out 
of the receptacle. As best seen in FIGS. 1 and 8, each 
of the longitudinal extending wires 13 extends beyond 
the point of fastening to the last cross wire 12 followed 
by a sharp bend to provide upturned ends 13a all of 
which are fastened to the end wire 11:: by welding. 
One of the important features of the present inven 

tion is the particular construction of the cross wires 12. 
As clearly seen in FIG. 7, each of these wires is bent 
downwardly at 12/1 just Where it extends outwardly 
under the side frame member 11, such bend having a 
vertical extent approximately equal to the diameter of 
the side frame member wire 11 minus the diameter of 
the wire 13. Each cross wire then extends as indicated 
at 12b a predetermined distance laterally beyond its 
associated side frame member 11 and is then bent up 
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Wardly to form a side wall portion 120. It will be noticed 
in this embodiment that the side wall portions 120 lie 
generally in vertical planes parallel to each other and 
laterally outside of the associated side frame members 
11 by the above mentioned predetermined distance. The 
bends 12a permit the tops of wires ill. and 13 to lie at 
approximately a common level indicated at C, FIG. 7. 
This permits loads to rest evenly on the bottom right out 
to the side wall portions 12c. 
A top side Wall member 14 extends along each of the 

two opposite sides 'of the receptacle parallel to its as 
sociated side frame member 11. These members 14 are 
rigidly secured as by welding to the upper ends of the 
side wall portions 120 of the cross wires. Preferably, 
but not necessarily, each of these top side wall members 
is bent at the end approximately 180° as indicated at 
14:; and then runs backwardly along itself as indicated 
at 16b parallel to the top side wall member 14. Pref 
erably, but not necessarily, these top members 14b ex~ 
tend to a point near the center of the receptacle and 
there one end is bent at 140 to overlap the meeting end 
and thus give a smooth grip when receptacles are to be 
lifted. 
The side wall portions 120 of the cross Wires are 

> inclined to the vertical so as to permit the nesting of 
two or more like receptacles vertically above each other. 
While these side wall portions 12c could be ?ared out 
wardly slightly, it is preferred to incline them upwardly 
from the bottom and toward the end of the receptacle 
as indicated in FIGS. 1 and 3. Here all of the wires ex 
cept the ones at the right-hand end of the receptacles are 
inclined upwardly and toward the right. These end 
Wires at the right-hand end of FIGS. 1 and 3 indicated 
as 120’ are inclined upwardly and toward the left so 
as to give a better ?nish to the receptacle at that end. 

Novel tiering seat members 15 are provided near the 
top of the receptacle and near the opposite ends of the 
side wall portions. Referring to FIGS. 2 and 6, each of 
these seat members is formed of a metal bracket having 
its opposite ends welded to its associated top side wall 
member 14. All of these seat brackets from the ends 
located in thesame direction or on the same hand, right 
or left, seen as the left-hand in FIGS. 2 and 6, extend 
laterally inwardly at 15a from the point of securement 
to the top side wall member, are then bent approximately 
at 90° as indicated at 15b to extend generally parallel 
to the top side wall member and there having an upper 
edge 15c inclined slightly downwardly toward the right. 
The angle A in FIG. 6 is approximately 30° to the hori~ 
zontal. Each upper edge is then preferably recessed 
downwardly at 15d toward a tiering seat 152. The 
bracket is again bent about 90° laterally outwardly at 
15]‘ and the outer end of the bracket is rigidly secured 
as by welding to the top side member 14-. The piece 
15]‘ provides a bracket wall extending steeply upwardly 
from the seat 156. Preferably each bracket has an ear 
15g overlying seat 15e to prevent an upper tiered re 
ceptacle from escaping upwardly. There is clearance 
between this ear and 15c and 15d to permit movement 
of a wire 12b to and from a seat l5e. 
A lower tiering support point 12d on the bottom of 

each of the cross wire portions 125 and located directly 
beneath the coacting upper tiering seat 15c permits the 
stacking of like receptacles vertically directly above each 
other. The dot-dash line X in FIG. 3 indicates that 
these points are vertically directly in line. While four 
of the seat members 15 are shown, it will be understood 
that more might be used, if desired. 

Flat spots may be provided at 12d if one desires a bet 
ter tiering support when one receptacle is stacked on top 
of the other. 

In use of two or more of the receptacles which have 



c.) 

just been described, it a product is stored on the bottom 
Ill}, then it is often desirable to tier two or more like re 
ceptacles one vertically above the other. This is done 
by having the lower support points 12d on the cross wires 
12 resting upon their associated tiering seats 152. In this 
position, the upper receptacle is prevented from endwise 
movemer' relative to the lower receptacle by the upper 
edge portions 15c 15d of the seat member on one 
side, and the wall 15]‘ on the opposite side of the seat lie. 
The steep portion 15:! is desirable to prevent displace 

' ment in case of sudden stopping of a truck carrying these 
tiered receptacles. Angle B in FIG. 6 is preferably 
greater than 45° to the horizontal. At the same time, 
movement of the upper receptacle laterally relative to the 
lower receptacle is prevented or limited in three different 
ways. A ?rst control is shown in FlG. 4 where the iii 1 
ited space 7.6 between the side wall portions 120 of the 
upper receptacle and the top side wall members 14 of the 
lower receptacle limit the lateral movement of the upper 
receptacles relative to the lower one. A second control is 
indicated by the limited sp it’? in FIG. 4 between the 
bottom side frame member ll of the upper receptacle 
and the bracket wall 15’ of the lower receptacle. A third 
control is the ear 15g lying inside of side wall wire 12 
of the upper receptacle as seen PEG. 6. The lower re 
ceptacle is prevented from escaping directly upwardly by 
ear 15g overly ng wire portion 1252 as seen in Flt}. 6. 
To move an upper receptacle tiered above a lower like 

receptacle from tiered position to nesting position, it is 
only necessary to raise the upper receptacle, with its bot 
tom generally horizontal, from ‘the full line position to 
ward the dot-dash position of 6, until the cross wire 
portion 12b of the upper receptacle clears the ear 15g, 
after which the upper receptacle is lifted vertically and 
then moved toward the right in FIG. 6 or in PEG. 3, 
until the wire side wall portions 120 of the upper recep 
tacle are enabled to enter downwardly to the right of 
bracket 15 in H6. 6 indicated as space ‘Y in FIGS. 3 and 
6. All four of these coasting parts at the four corners of 
the receptacle are located in the same direction, toward 
the 1" 'nt of brackets 15 in FIGS. 1, 3 and 6, and co 
operate in the same manner simultaneously so that the 
upper receptacle moves downwardly to the nested posi 
tion in the lower receptacle shown in FIG. 3. The space 
ind'cated at Y in FEGS. 3 6 is sutlici nt to permit 
a plurality of receptacles to nest together until this space 
is fully occupied by the wires 12c of several nested bas 
kets. To enable this nesting to ‘ one place smoothly, each 
of the wire portions 120 and 120’ is bent slightly or wardly 
forming an offset as seen at 21% in FIGS. 2 and 4 just at 
th level of attachment to the top f1 me members 14 
and 

in 1. the nested position of the two receptacles shown in 
FIG. 3, the wire lid-b of the upper receptacle engages and 
rests upon the wire of the lower receptacle, thereby 
spacing the bottoms ill) of the two receptacles slightly in a 
vertical direction as seen PEG. 3. This also prevents 
any tight wedging action between the side wall portions 
‘i120 and 120' of the two nested receptacles. 

it will be noted that the shape of the seat members 15 
renders it easy for an operator to ?nd the proper tiering 
position of one receptacle on top of another, and the 
movement of the upper receptacle from tiering position to 
nesting position in the lower receptacle is accomplished 
by a very slight upward and horizontal shifting movement 
after which tie upper receptacle may be simply dropped 
down to its nesting position as shown in MG. 3. 
A slight modi?cation is indicated in dot-dash lines in 

FIG. 2. All of the wires 120 on both sides of the recep 
rnay be. inclined laterally outwardly and upwardly 

from points through points .22 and 23, thus doine away 
with the offsets 2d. In this case the planes defined by the 
wire portions 3152c are inclined slightly outwardly and up 
wardly but are still approximately parallel and approxi 
mately vertical. 
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What is claimed is: 
l. A receptacle adapted for tiering and nesting with a 

second like receptacle and comprising a generally planar 
rectangular bottom having parallel side frame members 
rigidly secured along two opposite sides thereof, a plu 
rality of parallel cross wires extending beneath said bot 
tom at right angles to said side frame members and rigidly 
secured thereto and extending a predetermined distance 
laterally beyond said side frame members and then hav 
ing side wall portions bent upwardly in approximately 
parallel planes generally perpendicular to the plane of 
said bottom, said planes spaced laterally outside of said 
side frame members, said wires in each side wall portion 
inclined to the vertical in said parallel planes so as to nest 
with like wires of a second like receptacle, a top side wall 
member extending along each of said two opposite sides 
and rigidly secured to the upper ends of the side wall por 
tions of said cross wires on the outer surfaces thereof, four 
tiering seat members rigidly secured one near each end of 
each top side wall member and extending inwardly from 
the associated side Wall member less than said predeter 
mined distance and providing seats vertically directly 
above tiering points on certain ones of said cross wires 
closely outside side frame members, said seats being 
l" w said top sidewall members and recessed in said seat 

l hers, and there being su?icient space between each 
said seat members and the tops of said side wall por 

tions of said certain cross wires, and all on the same side 
said seat members, to permit a plurality of said cer 

tain cross wires to nest there, whereby when two like re 
ceptacles a‘e tiered, said seat members prevent endwise 
movement of said cross wire tiering points and said seat 
ri'ieinbers prevent lateral movement of said side frame 
members, and the upper one of two like receptacles can 

nested into the lower receptacle by a slight horizontal 
shift. 

2. A receptacle as de?ned in claim ll, wherein each said 
seat member is formed of a seat bracket having its oppo 
site ends welded to its associated top side wall member, 
all of said seat brackets from the ends located in the same 
direction extending laterally inward then parallel to its 
associated top side wall member toward the opposite di 
rection and there having an upper edge inclined down 
wardly to said seat and then bent laterally outwardly to 
the opposite end of said seat bracket to provide there a 
bracltet wall extending steeply upwardly from said seat 
on the side thereof opposite said inclined upper edge. 

3. A receptacle as de?ned in claim 2 wherein each said 
seat bracket includes rigid therewith an ear overlying said 
seat in position to prevent a tiered like receptacle escap 
ing from said seat vertically upward, said ear and said ad 
jacent top side wall member preventing a tiered like re 
ceptacle from esca ing laterally, and there being clear 
ance between said ear and the adjacent downwardly in 
clined upper edge to permit movement of a cross wire 
tiering point to and from said seat. 

4. A receptacle as de?ned in claim 2 wherein said in 
clined upper edge is recessed downwardly adjacent said 
seat at an angle greater than 45 ° to the horizontal, where 
by to prevent a cross wire at said tiering point being acci 
dentally jolted out of tiered position on said seat. 

5. A receptacle as de?ned in claim 1 wherein said 
parallel side frame members have a greater vertical di 
mension than said bottom, and said cross wires extend be 
neath said side frame members and are there offset down 
wardly an amount sullicient to cause a substantially co 
planar relationship between the upper surfaces of said bot 
tom and of said side frame members. 

6. A receptacle as de?ned in claim 5 wherein said side 
frame members are of metal wire of a heavy gage, said 
bottom comprises metal wires of a lighter gage extending 
parallel to said side frame members, and said side frame 
members and said bottom wires are welded to said cross 
wires. 
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7. A receptacle as de?ned in claim 1, wherein each of 

said top side wall members comprises a top wire extend— 
ing endwise beyond the end ones of said side wall por 
tions of said cross wires and there bent 180° in a down 
ward direction and back parallel to said top wire and in 
the same vertical plane as said top wire and rigidly se 
cured to said side wall portions of said cross wires, where 
by to strengthen the top portion of said receptacle and to 
space the bottoms of two like receptacles when nested. 
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